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Freedom of expression, and particularly freedom of the press,

has been widely discussed and debated by philosophers, lawmakers,

journalists and laymen for centuries. Arguments about press freedom

generally revolve around two major issues: (1) what is it, and (2)

how much of it can be tolerated.

In Western countries, the importance of press freedom

(usually defined as freedom from government controls) has been

emphasized since the publication of John Milton's Aeropagitica in 1644,

and is still being stressed today. The commonly expressed rationale

for a minims of restraints an freedom of expression is that the truth

of any matter may be approached most closely only by allowing the frf'

competition of various ideas. The Hutchins Commission summed up this

argument in 1947:

Civilized society is a working system of ideas. It lives and
changes by the consumption of ideas. Therefore it must make sure
that as many as possible of the ideas which its members have are
available for its examination. It must guarantee freedom of
expression, to the end that all adventitious hindrances to the
flow of ideas shall be removed. . . . Valuable ideas may be put
forth first in forms that are crude, indefensible, or even
dangerous. They need the chance to develop through free criticism
as well as the chance to survive on the basis crl their ultimate
worth. Hence the man who publishes ideas requires special
protection.1

Even the Soviet definition of press freedom, as set forth by

Lenin and elaborated by Stalin and Khrushchev, emphasizes the

desirability of the free flow of ideas, if only formally. In 1917,

Lenin wrote:
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"Freedom of the press" of a bourgeois society consists in freedwu
of the rich systematically, unceasingly and daily in the millions
of copies to deceive, corrupt and fool the exploited and oppresses .
masses of the people, the poor. It is asked, is it possible to
fight this howling evil and how? The means is state monopoly of
private advertising in newspapers. . . They will say: But this;
is destruction of freedom of the press. Not true. This would
enlarge and restore freedom of the press.. For freedom of the,
press signifies: all opinions of all citizens may be stated.4

However, as Hopkins has pointed out, a fundamental flaw in

Ut, soviet conception of press freedom is that while the press is Ere

frlm those abuses arising from private ownership, it has become subjee.-t

to an authoritarian political party under Lenin, Stalin and Khrushchev.

C:r this party supervision, the flow of ideas has become more

rr?stricted than in countries where control is exercised by wealthy

indviduals or corporations.3 In addition, it seems likely that both

V11,:.nt and Lenin had the same thing in mind when they wrote on frP."--

-. expressionthe belief in such freedom for their ideas, but not

f Catholics or Capitalists.

Although there is by no means agreement on a precise defi-

ni !on of press freedom, bere seems to be a realization that such

:um varies across time and across nations of the world. In thy:

15 years, several scholars have suggested that this variation may

i. srstematically rzAated to changes in other variables, such as strc.33

or , government, accountability of a nation's governors to those

govc..rnod, rate of population increase, legislative-executive structure

oz. a nation, daily newspaper circulation, level and rate of social

economic development, heterogeneity of a society, and religion of an

area.4

Although these various scholars have suggested correlational

riationships betwoon the above variables and the amount of control o'
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the press, all have scrupulously avoided trying to determine possible
causal links among such variables. Raymond Nixon, in his 1960 articic,
cites Daniel Lerner on this very point:

. . . a communication system is both index and agent of change ina total social system. This avoids the genetic probiem ofcausality, about which we can only speculate, in order to stresscorrelation hypotheses which can be tested.

And in his 1965 article on press freedom, Nixon discusses th.
positive correlations he found between press freedom and three other
variabl,:s (income per capita, percent of adults literate, and daily
newspaper circulation per 100 population), and then concludes:

It is not intended to imply that there is a causal relation-ship between any of these four variables and preirniedom, butsimply that there is a close relationship and an interactionbetween them. In other words, the hOler the level of spoil,-economic development in a country, the 4reater the likelihoodthat press freedom will exists the lowv the level of development,the greater the chance that press coutri will be found.6

Although Lerner, Nixon, Lowenstein and others prefer not to
talk about causal relationships among the variables they study, their
conclusions usually imply such relations.

The purpose of this study is to go beyond the correlational
analytit:s of earlier studies to an analysis of the causal relationships
among some of the variables thought to be related to press freedom
(defined as freedom from government controls) . .The data used here were
collected at four points in time--1950. 1960, 1965 and 1966. A
structural model was devised tb help specify a pattern of relation-
ships which hopefully corresponds to actual causal processes in the
real world.? This study was undertaken in the belief that creating and
testing such a model is the next step toward building theory in an area
(:omplised mainly of isolated empirical generalizations.
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THE MOM

In addition to those studies arguing that press freedom is

systematically related to various social, economic and political

indicators, several scholars interested in mass communication and

national developmant have suggested patterns of relations among some
of the variables found to be related to press freedom. This section
attempts to bring together these two areas of study (press freedom
anJ hational development) in one theoretical model of press freedom
development.

Anthropologist ?loggers argues that increased resources of a

society, primarily increased food production, result in increased

population size and concentration, and vice-versa, and that increased

population size and concentration, along with other factors, produces
an increased sociopolitical and technological cultural level.8

Lerner, starting with increased population size and concen-
tration, his measure of urbanism, maintained that *urbanization has
tended to increase literacy; rising literacy has tended to increase
media exposure; increasing media exposure has 'gone with' wider
2conomic participation (per capita income) and political partici-
pation (voting)."9 Lerner writes that this same basic model

"reappuars in virtually all modernizing societies on all continencs
of the world, regurd3ess of variations in race, color, creed . .,""
and later he argues that democratic government comes late historically
"and typically appears as a crowning institution of the participant

society. ell in short, Lerner's model suggests these causal relations:
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Media Political
urbanization ,* Literacy...,..._ 10 Growth Participation

Schramm also maintains that mass media development "runs

111.:-a3. lel to the development of other institutions of modern society,

u.:1, as schools and industry, and is closely related to some of the

ilmlicc,p of general social and economic growth, such as literacy, per

.);L.1 Income, and urbanization. "12 However, he declines to specify

cai.mal relations among these variables. In fact, in an earlier

tift, he argues that "whether information creates IMMO of the other

strtmtures and forms of society, or the other structures and forms of

so lety create a certain stage of communication development, is a

lo:.la drgument."13

Three years later, in spite of these words, Schramm and

R,:49els attempted to isolate some causal relationships among these

using cross-lagged correlation on data collected in 1950-5I

Jn,! in 1960-61 from 23 less developed conn*ries. They found that

ili.mization, literacy, gross national product and mass media

,i,v,lopment seem to be related in different ways in different

iovQoping regions of the world.14

In the same year as the Schramm-Ruggels study (1961),

scientists McCrone and Cnudde proposed the following model

rt %.,mucratic political development:

Communi- Democratic Politi-
Urbanization* education ---00 cations ---110 cal Development

This iivlel was partially confirmed using the Simon-Blalock technique

)3 comparing actual and predicted correlations for causal inference.

:oily coafirmed Ly computation of path coefficients from the

Original correlation coefficients."
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Rogers argue:: that literacy, mass media exposure and

..c.iy,;?ljteness (individmil urbanism) are aattecedent variables in

2roces4 and that through the intervening variables ct

aoilirw.ment motivation, and fatalism, they lead to

political knowledge and aspirations."

9ishop round, through the Simon-Blalock technique for causa;

taat among his Peruvian respondents greater media use let.

.ocit..asvd political knowledge, which in turn led to an increased

1,1.0,ic.-4t.ic political orients ,n, or support for democracy.17 Thus,

. alGre n.icrc-level, his results support the findings of Lerner,

ana M.7Cr3 ele and Cnudde, that increased mass communication developm,;'

t; )4r. to increased political participation or democratic political

,i0Acilopment.

Although the studies cited above have concentrated only on

4stterns of mass media development and development of politici,i

.-OcIpation, it is not difficult to carry them one step further

Al4iLt.J,A.ing a model of press freedom development. In 1952, Sieb,

.4.*;.; that " th.e mor direct the accountability of the govornor,4

tti%. greater the freedom of the press."18 He also

thot "tnf drea of freedom contracts and the enforcement

:0. .t incre41,13 JU the stresses on the stability of the govern

a1 the structure of society increase."19

,.-,41111kst:rinti theri :Audits and several others, the followintt

.4 9 9!VV..;! M000! of pro3s freedom apvolopment is proposed:
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in Lllis model, the primary exogenous variable is avails-

rw.,uoices. In accordance with Naggers' theory, greater

-occ,A incmased population size and concentration, and

-yrrsa, and an increasttd population size and concentration leads

ni,;her sociopolitical and technological cultural level (and

j:.c.:1umably to greater urbanism as defined in this study). Increased

uroanism (or urbanization) leads to an increase in educational level,

:%.cordanco with the models of Lerner and McCrone, and an increase

in education leads to greater mass media development.

In keeping with the models of Lerner, McCrone and Cnudde,

i:,4ors and Bishop, increased media development leads to increased

knowledw, :support for participatory government, and

0,Artripatior. and thus higher accountability of governor_

3c,:.'="untability of governors leads to less government

r.11 1t t pleas or morn press freedom) and increased stress vr,

.:ernment le.d.; to more government control of the press (or less

frdom) in accoLdance with aicbert's hypotheses.

to grtator availability of resources leads to le!:

-Icv:rnmc.nt, In accordance with Adelman and Morris' findiwt

It
r.!la-i(,n between per capita gross national product

utabiliLy,2° and Turroll's finding of a moderately strove'
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;.Itat.ween level of economic development of a

.nd illatobility.2I This relationship is also

Otilt wIL4 obacrvatinn.that increased economic

4t ire iLkAy to r. u .t lu greatcr stahilit7

1".1Le which "pruvides the conditions under

. ;v...tOf ciPPLI" trthiam is feasible ."22

TM: VAitiAbLES

;. ft,.sa.'/I-.;:qd,Jm. At ter an extensive review of varif,qi

teocit4M, mortly Oritish and American, it w.:s; iouno

1.11? .:10c.pi U., be defined in three basically ditt*reni.

t'? tolative absence of governmental restraints on Itic.

..,;; the rzilltfve absence of governmental and all other

rhtr limdia; and (3) as not only the absence of rustt

modil, bu also the presence of those conditions neelssary L,

.1. f;ic of a diversity of ideas and opinions Lo a

1.4r9,s audit:ince, such as an enforced right of access to

an4 radio stations.23

1 tv7) definitions, preds freedom is cit:dr)y

.t,! .t, in "nii wort6 oh: Ciark and Blankenburq, as "a ntwatic!.

?1."
) In tt:Ird, it is seen al the ability to

ilr

If . La:11.er an en1-- more "positive" definition.

'44i! 4

r.stri It.4..cd,im is destined and measured in tt.rsa.,

.st r!4.4,,ft, tV0 411/SOftVe! t)i qintot ninc.mt rtstratii:

of rasool fe,r (:;i(0)3ing tnis

t,,viugw.:d indicate that the rolatiVo

s 4 t 1t : . er,;.:tryr i it nr/t. stiffichictra
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t :u exiztence of press freedom; (2! because this study includol

dvelored and underdeveloped countries of the world, any

11..asti;:e of pros* freedom used must include some aspect of the concept

by w4ich all countries may be csvaluated (and studies of some countries

ilov rit. even begun to consider the more subtle problems of non-

yuve:nmental pressures and the degree of access to the media) and

4!) all of the worldwide evaluations of press freedom except

!.;0..ensttAills 1966 study have been based on the degree of government

contle.$1 over the mass media, and 15 out of 23 of Lowenstein's

indlcdtors of press independence are measures of amount of govex#tment

leatriction, according to Kee, :'s factor analytic study.

For these reasons, this is a study of government control of

t.Le press. It does not take into account restrictions other than

initiated by the government of a country, and it does not take

dc-u:oan of the actual free flow or diversity of opinions and ideas

thin the mass media of a country, although an inverse correlation

:!xpeoted between the degree of government control and such

T ty.

The amount of press freedom in 1950 is measured in this study

;.;chramrt, and Carter's Guttman scale of extent of government control

iedia.25 The items in this scale include government ownershi7

ur 1.t.twhapers, .t.:onomic pressures by government on mass media, politic:al

rstictions on free criticism of government poncies, and

ownership of broadcasting facilities. Scores on this sca)-?

from .0" (Zery little contro* to *5" (very Ireat control).
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tirl.t. study c world press freedom, based on data

.,-6G, LI used se a measure of government control of the press
ht. lrcludes 31x classifications, and scores range
(ve-y ao government control) to "6" (complete

t

.:cntrol of Ulu press in 1965 is based on Nixon's

iitc1L.deb data from 1964-65 am' an expanded

b0:Ale 4ovf-rnment control of the press. Scores on this

ttom (.Ae.ry little or no government control) to "9"

ju,:rnmenc control) .27 In both studiet:, Nixor ouployed thc

Pross Institute's definition of a free press system- -on
b, the . :?stance of government censorship

or controland in both
1.444:22 he usrd r'xpert judges to rate the various countries.

zr:Ic.nam £t 1966 is gauged by Kent's assignment of factor
tn 94 cotIntrit:s of the world.28 These scores are based on 15

.,,vrt.fcii:'s 2s criteria for measuring press independence and
1 These 15 items loaded on one factor, indicating

a unl,WhensLenal concept of government pressures on the

factc...- scores were recoded into nine approximately

1.

*art, from "1" (very little government control) to

Tav,:t.ismc,nt control).

scales weie chosen because they are the most
thi-nt; 4-i;ation:i) communication experts, and because tin

;)4;;.:.r .31 countries (from 78 to 114) than do the

,>tudies of press freedom such as those carritsd

'.5 :(I t,t-e-Iss, the Interrational Press Institute and th(

.-t 1, 7.1: ."" ALwociatton.



2. AccsbilunityofGovernors. After a review of some
tne literature on democratization and political participation,
accountability of governors in a giver country was defined, briefly
as executive and legislative dependence on public support and voting
behavior.29

The indicators of the concept of accountability of governor
came from Banks' ragaszut&jzikt& and were selected vi
i principal-factor solution (with iterations) using Varimax rotatiou.
be four indicators are; (1) type of selection of the effective

c,xecutive (direct election, indirect election, or nonelective); (2)
.q;:t-,:tiveness of the legislature (effective, partially effective,

ne.fective, tone); (3) competitiveness of the legislative nominazir
process (competitive, partially competitive, largely noncompetitive,
:1 legislature); and (4) an aggregate competition index score bases

only on the effectiveness of the legislature and the competi-
'_iveness of the nominating process, but also on the existence or
.nmpeting factions within a legislature and the existence of

ecognized competing political parties." (See Table 1 for the

indicators of each key concept and the factor-loadings for each year
of data collection.)

TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE

These four variables all loaded rather highly (.50 to .90) o'

4 single factor in each of the four separate analyses, and when ach.(

together as an index yielded reliability scores of .94, .94, .92 an..,

'2 for the years 1950, 1960, 1965 and 1966. Validity scores were
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?A3'..11 1

mensuRnmer CP CONCEPTS

1

Concept
Empirical Indicato,-, (from Barnes.

Taylor and ^. Tema}

Factor Loadings*

1950 1960 1965 1966

Ac Inuntability of Governors

rags on Government

Nmelopment

ri u. E,urstIon

t! , R.SOUL0.10

overtumeat Control of Press

a. EeIection of Effective Executive
b. Effectiveness of Legislature
c. Competitiveness of Legislative

Nominating Process
d. Competition /beam Score

a. Number of Revolutions
b. Rumbas of Protest Desionstrasions
a. tumor of Riots
O. Number of Armed Attacks
. Number of Deaths From

Domestic Violent*
f. Number of Government Sanctions

la Reopens* to Perceived Threats

a. Rafter of had/0 Seta Per Capita
b. newspaper Circulation Per Capita

a. Primary and Secondary School
Enrollment Per Capita

b. Total School Enrollment
Par Capita

a. Nail Par Capita
Telepbonas Per Capita

a. Righway Vehicle* Per Capita

a. Gross National Product Per Capita
b. Cross Domestic Product Per Capita
a. haergy Consumption Per Capita
d. *avenue Poe Capita

A. Schramm and Carter's Scala (1950)
b. Mimosa Scala (1960)
a. Nixon's Scale (1960
41. Lovenstein Scale (3,1066)

(as modified by hoot)

.71

.69

.90

.79

**IP.
....

.....

.72

.71

....

.95

.01

.05

.94

.114

.91

.04

**
.91
.92
.97

N/A
111A

Nth

11/A

.42

.69

.01

.94

.44

.73

.42

..-

.54

.09

.96

.00

.10

.09

.00

.06

.90

.95

.92

.99

N/A
N/A
N/A

WA

.50

.74

.90

.09

.100
-..

--
.77

.75

.75

.77

.71

.92

.92

.75

.92

.17

.09

.09

.92

.19

lith
N/A
N/A

11/A

.62

.42

.114

.79

.S7
-.
.53
.511

--

.411

.7

..*

.02

.91

.92

.99

.110

.95

.45

.99

.14

Nth
nek
N/A

11/A

'Theis loa4ines are based on a principal factor anilyaia (with iteration/ and Tarim=
a I. With six factors sp0cified. A separate factor analysis was castled out for each of the

f..ur sots of data (1950. 1960, 1965 and 19661.

7ndicat*s that the factor loading was not Clearly high as one factor. so the indicator
v.5 not used in the seals.
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.87* .89, .88, and .83, and invalidity scores were .18, .14, .15 and

3.31

3. Stress on Government. Several writers, including Siebert,

eve suggested a systematic relationship between press freedom and

u'unt of stress on government. Although most have not explicitly

i-U.ned what they mean by stress, they do provide some clues.32

In general, stress is usually conceived of as a condition

resulting from rapid change or from events which threaten the

,:stablished pattern of life of a society or government. Political

scientist Easton defined stress on a political system as °a condition

that occurs when disturbances, external or internal in origin,

threaten to displace the essential variables of a political system

beyond their normal range and toward some critical limit.°33 Shaw

arld Bishop defined societal stress as external or internal pressures- -

war, economic or political disruptions, and/or rapid social change- -

impinging upon a particular national society.34

Considering these and other treatments of stress, the concept

is defined in this study as any period of great demands on, or

significantly lessened support for, the existing government, as

indicated by any relatively rapid changes or disruptions to the

established patterns of social interactions between the governors

and the governed.
..101

Stress is measured in terms of one indicator from Banks,

number of revolutions, and five indicators from Taylor and Hudson's

World Handbook of Political and Social Indicatorsnumber of protest

demonstrations, number of riots, number of armed attacks, number of
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doaths from dorest:e violonee, and number of government sanctions in

c o t perct4ived threlts.15

Two of the varia-ales, armed attacks ane deaths from domestic

viol,:.n4e, loaded highly (.72 an .71) on ore farmor in .the 1950

In.: !vur variaL:e.f:--revoluLions. riots, armed attacks and

sanctiols--Llad4d moderately well (.44 to .75) in the 1960

fourrecaatiGns, armed attacks, deaths and government

:,,olett,:n4--loaded highly (.75 tc .90) on a single factor in the 1963

.%..LVJ!.S; and fir variablesrevolutions, :lots, armed attacks and

sanctions --loaded moderately well (.53 to .68) on one

-%!- ,n the 1966 analysis. (See Table 1.)

When added together in an index, the reliability scores foJ

e,71r year:: were .70, .73, .91, and .71. The validity ccores wer:

.0.. v., .92 and .133, and the invalidity coefficients were .06, .06,

:is .02.

4. Mass Medis_221%120ligili. In general, the level of mass

'id7clorment in a country has been defined and measured in past

trms of riaily newspaper circulation and number of radio

... p(r cuoiia. Altho....gh some scholars have included number of

,eaLs. rorribcr of television receivers, number of books and

(A_ :nun}.-Ine..,: c-vita as indicators, daily newspaper

...t1,41 and nuower of radio receivers have been the most widely

`)c.-ns,;mm apd itkpplelr;. who used these indicators in their study

d,.-v,Ilopm,.:Dt, point out that newspaper circulation and

dro figurt.:r most widely available and most roadiiy



comparablo, ant: It .js as damonstraLe that thay correlate

with the growth of 1.ransmitting systems (e.g., newspapers Ant.

broadcasting stations) and with availability of mndia matt.A.ial a7

equipment (e.g., newsprint, printing p,:esses, electronic equipmen.

eitacti:ic mains, etc.) .37

In this study, mass media development is defined as the

evel of avdilability of mass communicati:m products par person in

any country. This definition does not include consideration

Lhe !_ype or quality of information conveyed by the media, but does

indjcatc the general availability of such information.

Two indicators from Banks were used to measure the level

mcroa nevelopmentnumber of radio sets per capita and newspaper

(11;-culation per capita." 'these variables loaded highly (.71 to

.R9) on a single factor in each of the four analyses. (See Tab1,1

Tat: reliability scores for the index were .92, .93, .91 and .88

1951, 1960, 1965 and 1966 respectively. The validity coefficien'

wool .87, .92, .82 and .86, and the invalidity scores were .15,

.21 a7,1 .15.

5. LeyeLo+! Educettifm, rOunz.tic-n used in varil,b

btu,I.ou of mal;s ,xmlunication and develtn9m,nt as a key variable

?rocess of 3cclaL, taconqmi ar.d politirit Variou

moal;:tirc,7; of oducation and explanationi its in national

r.;,.voument have beer prcr,osca.39

some sc,:holars have detined ievvl of education in to:.:

,racy, $1.ivo c!eariy dIsrinquished bltweon the two
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,;,TIcepts. Of those who go beyond the dichotomous measure of

:..%.(lcacy in assessing level of education, most rely on the percent

population enrolledin differing levels of schools."

In this study, level of education is defined as the relative

:.f.:Qrt a society is exerting toward educating its population at a

ilas time. Therefore, school enrollment ratios are used as

'ndicators. In particular, two indicators from Banks are used--

-:rimary and secondary school enrollment per capita, and total school

,.arollment per capita.41 These variables loaded highly (.80 to .92)

ma one factor in all four analyses, and yielded high reliability

.:ores (.96, .94, .96 and .93). (See Table 1.) Validity scores -

"lso high (.85, .80, .92 and .82), but invalidity scores were also

.airly high (.25, .30, .11 and .26).

6. Urbanism. Several writers interested in the subject of

,',Janism and economic development have defined urbanism, or urbanize-.

ion, in terms of population migration to cities and the concentra-

tion of people within cities. However, in an extensive review of the

literature on urbanism and urbanization, Shaw detected two basically

fferent processes cf urbanism- -one of concentration and one of

radiations

The one emphasizes the occupancy, by an increasing number of
people, of areas that are put to distinctive uses character-
ized as urban. The other focuses on the impact of the assuo^.'
distinctive culture of such settlelents on its own inhabitants
and/or on those in outlying areas.,"

Shaw distinguished urbanization from industrialization and

argued that "It is the crsaniity and the variety of communication, I

submit, not the fact of industrialization that are the major criteria
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of urbanism.43 He defined urbanism as "a continuing public parti-

ipation in multiple and diverse but interconnected institutionaliz .

Information networks, producing cumulatively, an extensive range

trequent, heterogeroc,-- messages. "44 And urbanization was deft:.

as "the increasing urbanism of a human organism or of a social

sstem."45

Shaw suggested that one way of operationally defining

urbanism would be to employ "such available data as volume of mail

o, number of phone calls, with due attention being paid to 'the

necessity for contextual operational definitions' n46

Several other waiters have also suggested that degree of

urbanism is related to amount of participation in multiple communi-

cation networks, including Frey in a 1963 study of political

lev&npment and communications in Turkey, and Rogers in his book on

modernization among peasants.47

In this study, Shaw's definition of urbanism is adopted on

the grounds that those scholars who dofine and measure urbanism and

urbanization in terms of thr concntratirm of population are really

trying to tap the cmouilL participation in multiple information

networks, and that this participation is what chiefly distinguishes

the interests, knowlec!ge and attitudes of relatively urban from

relatively rural in:labitants.

Urbanism is rr,,asured in this study by an index composed of

three indicators from 11,1n%s: volume of mail per capita, number of

telephones per capita, cal number of highway vehicles per capita.48

These variables all loaded highly (.75 to .91) on one factor in each
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analysis. (See Table 1.) Reliability coefficients for the index were

.9S, .94, .94 and .95, and validity scores were .92, .91, .84 and .41

for the four years. invalidity scores were .11, .11, .23 and .11.

7. Availability of Resources. Resources of asociety--human,

natural. and man-made--have long been thought to have an effect on the

life style of its inhabitants and even on its cultural level. In

sociological studies of national development, the term "resources"

usually refers to the relative supply of material goods available in

a society, or as Lerner puts it, "the production, distribution, and

consumption of wealth."49 Lerner, along with several other scholars

of various disciplines interested in national development, opera-

tionalizes availability of resources chiefly in terms of two

indicators--national income and per capita income."

Considering past studies, availability of resources is defined

in this study as the relative supply of material goods per person in

a country, including such diverse "goods" as food, shelter, clothing,

transportation and energy. This variable is measured with an indey

composed of four indicators from Banks: gross national product per

capita, gross domestic product per capita, energy consumption per

capita, and revenue per capita.51 These indicators all loaded highly

(.84 to .95) on a single factor in each of the four analyses, and

the index formed from adding them together resulted in high

reliability scores (.97, .98, .97 and .98) for 1950, 1960, 1965 and

1966. (See Table 1.) Validity scores were also high (.95, .97,

.93 and .89), and invalidity coefficients were fairly low (.07, .04,

-.09 and .19).
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METHOD

Although the experiment is the traditional and preferable

approach to constructing structural models, since changes in

variables are controlled, sociological studies such as this one are

rarely amenable to experimental analysis because of ethical and

practical problems. The next hart strategy, according to Heise.

Chaffee and others, is to collect data over time, using a longi-

tudinal study design and cross-lagged correlation or path analysis

to analyze relationships among variables..52

The object in such an analysis is not just to find what

correlates with what, but rather to specify the network of causal

paths that exist between variables and to identify the parameters or

causation so that one knows how changes in one variable affect the

,ilues of the other variables in the system under consideration.

In this study, the concepts of concern are measured on the

national level. This is due to the organization of the available

data and is justified, in part, by Fischers observation tats

There are, of course, many useful particular problems which

can and should b2 conceptualized in terms of the nation- state --

mostly political and legal problems, for by definition a

nation-state is a political and legal group. But there %..;

many other problems which should be approached differently- -

problems about religious, economic, social or cultural groups,

which rarely coincide with the nation-state.83

Since the amount of government control of the press is both

a political and a legal problem, the use of the nation -state as a

unit of analysis seems justified in this study.

If one is to analyze relationships among variables at this

macro-level, there are basically two approaches available: the
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configurative and the cross-national. In the configurative approach.

llte data from each political system are analyzed separately, not ins

the relationships between conditions and attributes of a given

political system. The cross-national approach differs significant)7

from the configurative approach in that political systems are

analyzed simultaheously. That is, each political system is thought

of as a case of the universe of political systems, and data from some

samples or from all political systems are analyzed together, rather

than each system being analyzed separately.

As Gillespie points out, in comparative politics the

configurative approach has been by far the most frequently employed

for the task of linking conditions with attributes of political

systems." But the advantage of the cross-national approach is that

it provides for empirical generalization, whereas the configurative

approach does not have the capacity of immediate empirical generali-

ze-ion, since it is an example of a single-case analysis. Of course,

in the cross-xational approach, fewer variables usually are

considered and some of thd in-depth analysis of the configurative

approach may be lost.

This study adopts the cross-national approach for three

basic reasons: (1) this writer is quite interested in developing

theoretical propositions which hold across time and space; (2)

most of the recent empirical studies of press freedom have been

carried out with the cross-national approach, and (3) most of the

variables which seem to be related to amount of government control

of the press have been measured using the cross-national approach.



As pointed out in the preceding section, the data used in

this study come from a variety of sources, including studios of press

freedom by Seitramm and Carter, Nixon and Lowenstein, and two

collections of cross-national data compiled by Banks and by Taylor

and Hudson. Reasons for using the press freedom studies were given

in the previous section. The Banks and Taylor data were chosen because

they are the most comprehensive and up-to-date collections among the

17 sets of cross-national time-series data currently available in the

Inter-University Consortium for Political Research Guide for 1973-74.

(See Appendix for the 137 countries included in these studies.)

Of course, there are definite problems in working with

aggregate cross-national data. Such data can only be taken as rough

estimates of the conditions prevailing in any given country at any

given time. However, if the purpose of using such data is to identify

the patterns of relationships among concepts rather than to determine

the precise functional relationships (in mathematical terms), then

such data is Useful, since Heise has shown that even low reliability

measures are not likely to obscure general patterns of relatims.

ships."

In fact, Kaplan, Campbell and Heise have argued that patterns

of relationships are a key to explanation and understanding." As

Kaplan puts it:

Now, there are two accounts of the reasons which provide

understanding, and thereby explanation. I call them the pattern

model of explanation and the deductive model. Very roughly, we

know the reason for something either when we can fit it into a

known pattern, or else when we can deduce it from other known

truths. . . . The pattern model may more easily fit explanations

in early stages of inquiry, and the deductive model explanations

in later stages.
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According to the pattern model, thenommething is
explained when it is so related to a set of other elements
that together they constitute a unified system. We understand
something by identifying it as a specific part in an organized
whole. . . The deductive model has the advantage of being
formulated with .incomparably greater exactness, but, as its
proponents, I am ggre, would be the first to agree, precision
isn't everything.Di

Kaplan and Heise seem to agree that once one has identified

a structure, or pattern, one can begin to explain the variation of

the elements within that structure. Heise notes that the kind of

linkages necessary for prediction are less restrictive than those

needed for explanation. That is, one can predict with simple

correlations, but one must know direction for explanation and

understanding.

In view of these observations on the pattern model of

explanation, it was decided that path analysis over time would be

used to analyze the relationships among the key variables.

path coefficients indicate the degree of change in the dependent

variable, given a one-unit change in the independent variable,

whereas correlation coefficients indicate the degree of covariation

between two variables. In other words, a path coefficient represents

the direct impact of one variable upon another.58

In addition to making various assumptions butlined in the

preceding footnote, one must also consider sources of extraneous

variation in the data when using path analysis over time, including

measurement error and the problem of correlated unmeasured

variables, or so-called disturbances, which are due to imperfect

determination of a dependent variable by one or more independent
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variables. Given the notoriously low reliability of macro-level

cross-national statistics, and the high intercorrelations among

variables, these are very real problems.

However, Heise has shown that "even though the two-wwave

model does not yield the actual values of the system parameters when

measurements are imprecise, it might give a set of numbers that could

be used for causal inference. "59 In several simuI,tion studies

carried out with randomly generated data, Heise dbmonstrates that

even unreliable measures (those with reliabilities of .50 to .64)

"do not eliminate the utility of the two-wave path model for causal

inference although errors in measurement do increase the chance of

erroneous conclusions. .60

As for the assumption that time 2 disturbances be unworreldtc:,

with variables at time 1, Heise points out that "this assumption

almost inevitably is violated in longitudinal dater. "61 However, even

using measures with fairly low reliabilities (.50 to .64) and allowing

for "noticeable correlations" between time 1 variables and time 2

disturbances, the correlation between estimated values and true

values of Heise's path coefficients was .99.62 Heise concludes that

"even though the parameter estimates are biased when imprecise

%manures are used, the relative values of the estimates parallel very

closely the relative values of the true parameters, and so the of.'

of estimates can be exaLined to obtain information about the mato

of true parameters."63

With regard to both measurement error and correlated

disturbances, Heise argues that "either measurement errors or
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disturbance correlations prevent one fro& obtaining exact estimates

of system parameters, but both of these condititns combined do not

negate the possibility of making causal inferences of a more

qualitative nature. "64

Therefore, givet that cross-national macro-level data are

fairly unreliable and that most variables are notably intercorrelated

over the 16-year time period considered here, Heise's path model for

two-wave panel analysis still seems to be a useful tool for aakinj

causal inferences in this study.

Applying Heise's Model

When dealing with more than two variables over time, Heise

points out that it is necessary to carry out a series of ;multiple

regression analyses to obtain the estimates of the path coefficients.

Each variable in the model is treated as a dependent variable, and

its time 2 value is regressed on the time 1 valves of the other

variables, including the time 1 value of the dependent variable

itself. Thisprocedure is continued until the time 2 values of each

variable in the system have been treated as dependent variables in

regression analyses. The standardized partial regression coefficients

resulting from these analyses are estimates of the path coefficients."

The first step in applying Heise's model, then, is to determine

which variables are to be included in the system. The model proiented

earlier in this paper suggests seven -- availability of resources,

urbanism, educational level, mass media development, stress on

government, accountability of governors and government control of

the press. To check on the signs and directions of the direct
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influences of these variables upon each other, a series of multiple

regression analyses was carried out, taking each time 2 value of

teach variable as dependent across four differing time periods

(1950-66, 1950-60, 1960-66 and 1965-66), first for all countries

included in the study and then for each of six regions of the world

found to be socially, economically, politically and culturally.

similar in an earlier study by Farace." This procedure follows

Pelz and Lew's recommendation that one obtain more than two waves

cf data when causal lag periods are unknown, and Shaw's suggestion

that regional patterns in communication development may be "more

tenable than Lerner's supposedly universally applicable model."67

Farace's regions (Latin America* North America/Western

Europe, North Africa/Middle East, Central and South Africa, Asia, and

Communist East Europe) were chosen over more traditional geographic

areas because these regions are based on 54 measures of national

characteristics, including social, economic, political, communication

and cultural indicators, and it seems clear that such characteristics

are not always strictly linked to traditional geographic divisions

of the world.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

In some cases, regression analyses could not be completed

for all time periods, due to not enough valid cases or to the

romputational problem of a negative residual sum of squares which

results in meaningless regression coefficients. However, valid

coefficients for at toast two time periods were obtained for all

countries and for each of the six world regions.
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Fot the sake of keeping an already lengthy paper from

b...coming entirely too long, the 19 path diagrams are not included

here, but maybe obtained from the writer. The results of these

path analyses are summarized in Table 2, which indicates the percent

of support for the seven predicted paths in the model for all

countries in the study analyzed together and for each of the six

regional systems. In addition, this table shows the average

percent of support far the tl toretical model as a whole (along the

bottom) and the average percent of support for each predicted path

(along the right side).

TABLE 2 ABOUT =WE

B2 looking down the columns of Table 2, one can see *hat the

cr,jinal model is most consistently supported in the North American/

147,sLern Elropean countries and in the titan American countries. This

firdirg calls attention to the Western backgrounds of most of the

scholars revieweu in this study, and suggests that their models and

hypotheses may have bee' influunced by their exposure to Western

institutions and Western patterns of national development.

The two most supported individual paths were those frog

mass media development 40 accountability of governors and from

accountability of governors to government control of the press. There

was support in every axca except Asia for the positive path from media

development to accountability of governors, suggesting that mass

communication development .nay indeed play an important role in the

growth of participant forms of government in many areas of the world.
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In addition, there was some support in every one of the six

regions and in all countries taken together for the negative path

rrom accountability of governors to government control of the press,

suggesting that even after the effects of the other variables in tlic

model are taken into account, an increase in accountability of

governors often leads to a decrease in government control of the

pruss, supporting Siebert's observation that "the more direct the

accountability of the governors to the masses, the greater the

i-cdom of the press. "68

These findings should be interpreted cautiously, of course,

due to the small number of countries in each region, the limited

time coverage of the data, and the modest supporting percentages.

However, even though the supporting percentages are not especially

high, Galtung has pointed out that between any two variables, there

are nine patterns of possible causal relationships, assuming that

each path can be negative, positive or zero in value." If only thy

one pattern out of nine clearly supporting the theoretidal model

were chosen, the probability of finding support for the model by

chance, assuminy that each of the nine patterns were equally probablt-,

would be about .11. However, there are three possible patterns out

of the nine which could support an original predicted path, if the

value of the return path were ignored. In this case, the probability

of a predicted path being supported by chance would be about .33.

In Table 2, support for a predicted path means not only that

the sign of the predicted path is correct, but also that the value

()f the return path is not equal to or greater than the value of the
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predicted path. Thus, the probability of any predicted path being

supported by chance falls somewhere between .11 and .33. Taking the

midpoint of this interval (.22) as an estimate of the actual

probability of a given predicted path being supported by chance in

any one analysis, it becomes apparent that the probability of a given

path being supported by chance in more than one analysis is

considerably less than .22. In fact, the probability of a given

path being supported by chance in two independent analyses is hbout

.04, in three analyses about .01 and in four analyses, about .002.

In addition to support for the paths linking media development,

accountability of governors and government control of the press, the

ne4ative path from resources to stress was supported to some extent

in ,.11 countries taken together and in every region except Communist

East Europe, indicating that in many cases an increase in resource

was followed by a decrease in stress, as predicted. The predicted

posiUve path from stress to government control of the press was

strongly supported in the North American/Western European countries

and in Asia, but received little or no support in'the other areas of

the world, raising some doubts about the universality of suggestions

by Siebert, Field, Stevens, Schramm and others that an increase in

stress always leads to an increase in government control of the

press.

Little support was found for the first part of Lerner and

McCrone's developmental model, which specifies that greater nrbanism

leads to increased education, which in turn leads to increased mass

media growth. This lack of support may be due to the relatively
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short time span covered in this study, but further research

involving longer time periods is needed to tell if these relations

are long-term only or if they simply do not hold true in various

areas of the world.

In the Communist countries, strong support was found for

Meggers' suggestion that increased resources lead to increased

urbanism, and moderate support for this sequence was found in

several other areas of the world.

In short, the findings of this study indicate moderate

support for some of the causal relations suggested in the theoretical

model of press freedom development, especially those linking increases

in mass media development to increases fn accountability of governors,

and increases in accountability of governors to decreases in govern-

ment control of the press. This support suggests that growth of

mass communication is important to the growth of participant forma

of government and to greater freedom of expression. It also

suggests that an increase in resources, or economic productivity,

may lead to less stress on the political system of a country, and

less stress may, along with greater accountability of governors,

lead to less government control of the media, especially in the

North American/Western European and Asian countries of the world.

The results of this study a'so suggest that path analysis

over time may be usefully employed to reveal some non-obvious
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relationships among variables which correlational studies would

miss, especially if these path analytic techniques are coupled with

data collected over longer periods of time.
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APPENDIX

ALL COUNTRIES INCLUDED IN THE STUDY

1. Afghanistan 41. Nest Germany
2. Albania 42. Marta
3. Algeria 43. Greece
4. Argentina 44. Guatemala
S. Australia 45. Guinea
6. Austria 46. Guyana
7. Barbados 47. Haiti
8. Belgium 48. Honduras
9. Bolivia 49, Hong Kong

10. Botswana 50. Hungary
IcelandLi. Brasil 51.

A2. Bulgaria 52. India
13. Burma 53, Indonesia
14. Burundi 54. Iran
15. Cambodia 55. Iraq
16. Cameroon 56. Ireland
17. Canada 57. Israel
18. Central African 58. Italy

Republic 59. Ivory Coast
19. Ceylon 60. Jamaica
20. Chad 61. Japan
21. Chile 62. Jordan
22. China 63. Kenya
23. Colombia 64. North Korea
24. Congo-Brazzaville 65. South Korea
25. Congo-Kinshasa 66, Kuwait
26. Costa Rica 67. Laos
27. Cuba 68. Lebanon
28. Cyprus 69. Lesotho
29. Czechoslovakia 70, Liberia
30. Dahomey 71. Libya
31. Denmark 72. Luxembourg
32. Dominican Republic 73, Madagascar
33. Ecuador 74. Malawi
34, El Salvador 75. Malaysia
35. Ethiopia 76. Maldive Islands
36. Finland 77. Mali
37. France 78. Malta
38. Gabon 79. Mauritania
39. The Gambia 80. Mexico
40. East Germany 81. Mongolia
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82. Morocco
83. Mozambique

131.
132.

North Vietnam
South Vietnam84. Nepal 133. Western Samoa85. Netherlands 134. Yemen

86. New Guinea 135. Yugoslavia,87. New Zealand 136. Zambia88. Nicaragua 137, Zanzibar89. Niger
90. Nigeria
91. Norway
92. Pakistan
93. Panama
94. Papua
95. Paraguay
96. Peru
97. Philippines
98. Poland
99. Portugal

100. Puerto Rico
101. Rhodesia
102. Romania
103. Rwanda
104. Saudi Arabia
105. Senegal
106. Sierra Leone
107. Singapore
108. Somalia
109. South Africa
110. southern Yemen
111. Soviet Union
112. Spain
113. Sudan
114. Sweden
115. Switzerland
116. Syria
117. Taiwan
118. Tanzania
119. Thailand
120. Togo
121. Trinidad and

Tobago.
122, Tunisia
223. Turkey
124. Uganda
125. United Arab Republic
126. United Kingdom
127. United States
128. Upper Volta
129. Uruguay
130. Venezuela


